The best brick inlay system for precast and site-cast concrete.

Unique and unlimited textures for architectural concrete.

Call it “Outdoor Art”, “Public Art” or simply “Surface Treatments” but you can no longer call highway sound and retaining walls “boring”. More often than not, plain concrete and standard textures are being replaced by more interesting creations. The result, for passing motorists and residents near the highways, is a more aesthetically pleasing barrier. Here are some updated photos of a few highway projects that have utilized unique designs:

The Pima Freeway in Scottsdale, AZ is an 8-mile work of art featuring a variety of cacti, lizards and multiple textures in shades of mauve, sage and tan. The “Maricopa” pattern shown above shows some of the intricate textures prior to the color application. Denver Artist, Carolyn Braaksma created the images for the Pima Freeway. For up to date photos and information, please visit: www.scottsdalearts.org/spa/pimafwy.asp

The X-Town Interchange in Corpus Christi, TX will display 2,500 square feet of indigenous fish along a two-mile stretch of highway when completed. Shown here is a close-up of a bridge pier featuring a pair of flying marlin. The design is 8’ wide by 16’ tall. Surface treatments were designed by Stephen Walker of Texas DOT. Rosiek Construction is heading up construction and Reinforced Earth is producing the MSE walls.

Continued to page 2...
Welcome Triden Construction Supply

Scott System is pleased to announce that Triden Construction Supply, one of the largest concrete and masonry suppliers in the Midwest, has added our form liner and brick systems to their product line. Triden is a well-known industry resource especially for the states of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Michigan and Tennessee. Triden can be reached at 317-543-4475.

Quick Turn Around Form Liner:

The following textures are in stock and available for delivery:

- Florida Fractured Fin (pattern #130) in 4’ x 12’ pieces
- Standard Brick Gasket (pattern #164) in 8’ x 4’ pieces
- Florida Fluted Fin in 23’ x 12’ pieces
- Field Stone (pattern #173) in 6’ x 4’ pieces

Correction

In our Winter 2001 issue we misspelled the name of the Yuengling Brewery in Pennsylvania. We apologize for this error.

Drive-By Galleries cont...

Native foliage of the Cascade Mountains adorns the I-90 Sunset Interchange in Issaquah, WA. Seattle Artist, Peggy Gaynor designed the images for the $39 million construction project that features 5’ x 5’ stabilized earth wall panels. Seattle’s Keiwit Construction is managing the project with precast by Foster Geotechnical and CXT. Engineered by Washington State DOT and Parsons Brinkerhoff. View progress of this project at: www.wsdot.wa.gov/regions/northwest/eastking/projects/sr90sunset.

10’ x 16’ Elastomeric Urethane molds on display at Scott System show some of the unique textures designed by Denver artist, Carolyn Braaksma. Braaksma’s surface treatments will be incorporated into T-REX, Denver’s major highway improvement plan along the I-25 artery. T-REX’s concrete walls include elements related to Colorado such as buffaloes, swallows and aerial views of the state’s geography. Braaksma is shown at right with one of her renderings of a magpie that will be used on T-REX. The 1.67 billion dollar project will take five years to complete. Southeast Corridor Constructors is managing construction.
Award Winning Brick Inlay Projects

We couldn’t be more pleased with the success of Brick Snaps™ and we extend our sincere appreciation to our customers and industry friends for utilizing this unique product. Here are some award winning projects featuring Brick Snaps™ and brick gasket form liner:

**Tilt-up contractor, S.B. Ballard of Virginia Beach, VA completed its own 2-story, 27,000 square foot headquarter office building in 5 months. The Ballard building features a curved glass entrance, a bold aluminum atrium fin and integrally cast brick (Brick Snaps™) in tilt-up panels. The Tilt-up Association recently conferred an achievement award to S.B. Ballard.**

**This five level, 820 space parking deck for the University of Georgia in Athens features more than 12,000 square feet of architectural precast panels with embedded brick. Metromont Prestress of Greenville, SC was instrumental in working with the project team (Smallwood Reynolds, Stewart, Stewart & Associates Architects, Sedki & Russ Engineers, Choate Construction and the University of Georgia) to meet a number of design challenges and a fast track schedule. The University of Georgia Coliseum Parking Deck features Summitville “Tavern Blend”, a rustic, hand-molded looking brick cast with Scott’s Brick Gasket form liner. Reveals and elements to resemble classical construction add more architectural interest.**

---

**Upcoming Exhibits and Seminars**

**AIA Show,**
May 9th - 11th
in Charlotte, NC
Scott System Booth: #958

Enclosed is a complimentary pass to the upcoming American Institute of Architects National Convention and Expo in Charlotte, NC. The AIA show is a great place to learn about the latest and greatest in the building and design industry. Simply fill out the enclosed form (disregard the Pre-Registration deadline date of April 12th) and either bring the form to the Exhibit Guests Desk or mail/fax it to the AIA as noted on the pass. Come see us!

**CSI,**
June 27th - 29th
in Las Vegas
Scott System Booth: #1980

In June, the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) holds its annual convention in Las Vegas. The CSI Show brings the newest developments in technologies for the non-residential construction market to the engineering, construction and design community. A complimentary pass is enclosed or you may register on line with CSI before June 7th at www.thecsishow.com, select Registration and choose VIP option. Visit us in booth #1980.
Plant Manager, Dennis Galligan adds the finishing touches on a custom form liner depicting a sand dollar for the X-Town exchange Highway project in Corpus Christi, Texas.